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Get connected

with

Apple TV,

the newest revolution

of digital

home entertainment.

OPINION
PAGE 5
Opinion Writer Michael
McLaskey addresses
the tragedy

at Virginia Tech.

Get an Inside look at SPB's
Alternative

Spring Break trip

to the Navajo nation,

and learn

about the hazardous

nature of

being' termed 'a bad drunk.'

PAGE 8
Boise State bids farewell

to

eight track and field athletes
while the men's and women's
tennis teams prepare to host
the WAC Championships
Thursday

through

this

Sunday.

ARBITERONLINE.COM
"Arbiter
.~

Sports Talk" celebrates

Its 50th episode Friday night
at Bryan's Smokehouse
Managing

and

Editor Dustin

Lapray Interviews
President

Boise State

Robert Kustra.

"Out of the Blue" wraps up the
semester

with the latest news

facing the university.

WEATHER

:11',:<.·'

"I'
FRlbAY
High: 78F / Low 48F

SATURDAY
High: 86F / Low 52F

SUNDAY
High: 87F / Low 52F

ON CAMPUS
SATURDAY
Art Metals.
10 a.m.-5

p.rn, April 28-29

Location:

TBA

Both workshops

are free

of charge, but registration
is required

and the Chang

workshop

is open only to full-

time students.
Contact:

Anika Smulovltz,

Department

of Art, (208) 426-

4069, anikasmulovitz@boisest

ate.edu
Yuyen Chang will present
"Organic

Forms in Metal"

SUNDAY
BSU Film and Video Festival.
5-8:30

p.rn. in the Student

Union Special Events Center
Cost: $4 General public /$3
Student
Contact:

(With student

ID)

Susan Randall, .

-Dead Eight 426-3468
or saandra

Stelnfelt,

saandr:astelnfelt@mail.
bolsestate.edu
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World/National/What
stories are courtesy

the? stories courtesy of MCT Campus wire Services unless otherwise credited. Local/BSU
of the Bol.e State Web site at www.bolsestate.edu.AII.storles
ar~compiled
by News Writers.

---THE HEADLINES
,

WORLD

-

Boris Yeltsin, Russia's
first president, dies at 76
Boris Yeltsin, Russia's first democratically elected leader (19911999), has died at the age of 76 of
cardiac arrest. Yeltsin was born in
Sverdlovsk (now Yekaterinburg) in
1931and trained at the local Urals
Polytechnic Institute.
Yeltsin began his career in the
construction business (1953-1968).
He joined the Communist Party in
1961 and became first secretary of
the party in the Sverdlovsk Region
in 1976 and a member of the party's central committee in 1981. In'
1985, then Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev
appointed
Yeltsin
to head the Communist Party's
Moscow branch, and in 1986 made
him a non-voting member of the
party's ruling Politburo.
In October 1987, he was forced
to resign from the party leadership
and in 1988 from the Politburo after he challenged hardliners and
criticized Gorbachev's reforms.
He was appointed a deputy
construction minister.
In 1989, Yeltsin won elections to
the Supreme Soviet (parliament),
was elected Russian president by
that body, and resigned from the
Communist Party. He retained
the presidency in the popular
election in 1991, when he became
Russia's first democratically elected
president and Gorbachev's main
liberal opponent.
In August 1991, Yeltsin led the
resistance
to the coup by
Communist
hard-liners,
when
Gorbachev was detained at his
country house. The success of opposition to the coup shifted power
to reformers. In December 1991,he
helped found the Commonwealth
of Independent States, a new alliance in which Soviet republics were
declared independent. Thereby,
Yeltsin helped end attempts to preserve the Soviet Union. Gorbachev
resigned as president December 25.
In September 1993,Yeltsin issued

Mohamed Meshal's repatriation
a decree to dissolve the Supreme
Soviet and hold parliamentary elec- follows-the resolution of an internal U.S. government squabble that
tions. A month later, he ordered the
•armed suppression of a coup by for- had blocked his return. The Bush
mer Supreme Soviet members led by administration now seeks to bring
him back as quickly as possible, ofVice President Alexander Rutskoi.
A~ president, Yeltsin moved to ficials, said/The Ethiopians have
changed their minds," said an inend state control of the economy
ternal .U.S. government memo
and oversaw sweeping privatizaread to McClatchy Newspapers
tion deals, which brought fortunes
on Tuesday, It gave no reason for
to a handful of Kremlin-connected businessmen. Economic dif- the turnaround.
Ethiopia had been expected to
ficulties a1Jd political opposition
release Meshal, 24, of Tinton Falls,
slowed the reform.
N.J., from a secret prison following
In 1994, Yeltsin ordered the supan April 13 hearing in Addis Ababa
pression of Dzhokhar Dudayev's
at which a military tribunal declined
separatist regime in Chechnya. The
to charge him with a crime, U.S. ofmilitary campaign in the breakaway
republic ended in September 1996 ficials said.
The State Department had made
when Russia withdrew all its troops
from the republic, thereby, de facto arrangements to fly him home. But
it discovered that the FBIhad placed
granting Chechnya independence.
Meshal's name ,on a no-fly list of
In June 1996,he ran for the presisuspected security threats maindency again and defeated his main
tained by the Department of
communist contender Gennady
Zyuganov in the runoff elections in Homeland Security.
Last week, officials from the FBI
'July. In November 1996,Yeltsin unand the State, Homeland Security
'derwent quadruple heart bypass
and Justice Departments agreed
surgery and was confined to the
that Meshal should be removed
hospital for months and appeared in
from the no-fly list and brought back
public less frequently. Moreover, in
to ihe United States.
•
the late 1990s,Russia was hit by a seAn
administration
official,
ries of economic crises and frequent
cabinet reshuffles. On New Year's speaking on condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the
Evein 1999,Yeltsinsurprised the nacase, said that Ethiopian officials
tion by announcing his resignation
had then told the U.S. Embassy that
and appointing then Prime Minister
. "administrative procedures" for
Vladimir Putin acting president.
He is survived by his wife, his release were under way, but
that they "would take an indefinite
daughter,
grandchildren
and
number of days."•
, great grandchildren.
"These are internal domestic procedures. They are complex logistical
NATIONAL
issues that are being worked to get
him to the United States," explained
Ethiopia decides not to
the administration official without
elaborating. He said U.S. officials
free imprisoned American
were "making every logistical effort
that needs to be made to bring this
Ethiopia has changed its mind
guy back to the United States."
and decided for the time being
Jonathan Hafetz, a lawyer with
.not to free an American Muslim
who was captured trying to flee the Brennan Center for Justice who's
providing legal advice to Meshal's
war-torn Somalia and was held
relatives, said in a letter Tuesday
without charges in Kenya and
to Secretary of State Condoleezza
Ethiopia for more than four months,
that
the
relatives'
according to an internal U.S. Rice
congressman, Rep. Rush Holt,
government document.
informed them on
The latest impediment to Amir D-N.J.,had

April 19that Meshal would be home
LocAL/BSU
in two days.
'
The delay in Meshal's release Equine-themed developraises "serious concern about his
welfare, the United States' commit- ment awaits next hearing
ment to bringing him home and the
The future of a proposed subUnited States' role in his detention in
Ethiopia,".said the letter, which was division for horse enthusiasts
uncertain
Monday.
also sent toAttorneyGeneral Alberto remained
Gonzales. and Homeland Security An appeal of a proposed 226-home
development that includes 118.
Secretary Michael Chertoff.
It said that Meshal's family was horse stalls and an equestrian censuffering "tremendous hardship" ~ ter on agricultural land near Lake
and called for "immediate action" to Lowell has been continued until the end of May by the Board of
obtain his release.
Meshal was among scores of Canyon County Commissioners.
people who were captured. in The hearing' for Kastera Homes'
Somalia as they fled toward Kenya proposed subdivision and Running
in January after a U.S.-backed Horse Equestrian Center will beEthiopian military offensive toppled gin at 8:30 a.m. Wednesday, May 30
at the Canyon County courthouse.
a coalition of Islamic militias that
Developers first applied for a con. had seized power last summer.
The FBI interviewed Meshal ditional-use permit in 2006. The
during his incarceration in Kenya, application was denied twice' by
but it declined to charge him with the county Planning and Zoning
Commission and was then appealed
any crime. Kenyan authorities then
secretly returned him to Somalia to county commissioners, who
on Feb. 10 from which he was then have already continued the hearing
.twice.
sent to Ethiopia.
While in Kenya, Meshal told . The project is opposed by neighinterrogators that he had trav- bors in the area ncar Lake Lowell
eled to Somalia last year with an- and the Deer Flat Wildlife Refuge,
other American Muslim to help the by refuge supporters and by a coso-called Islamic Courts Council alition of proactive county resibuild an Islamic society, accord- dents and groups who 'object to
ing to an account provided to the housing density, the impact of
additional traffic in the area and
McClatchy Newspapers.
His companion, Daniel Joseph the loss of prime agricultiJralland.
The groups are concerned that the
Maldonado, who was also captured
fleeing Somalia, pleaded guilty last proposed development is out of the
week in a federal court in Texas to a county'sarea ofimpact and about 1.5
charge ofundergoing training with a miles away from the refuge, which
serves as a prime migratory bird flyforeign terrorist organization.
The Bush administration accused way, according to Lyndell Jackson,
'the Courts council of being an al- a member of the Friends of Deer
Qaida front and provided military, Flat Refuge and the Canyon County
intelligence and political support for Alliance for Responsible growth,
proactivegroupserratedinFebruary.
the Ethiopian offensive.
"If given the green light, it will
Meshal told interrogators that
he'd briefly been in a training camp change things so drastically and
near Mogadishu, Somalia, where he so quickly for southwest Canyon,
believed there were al-Qaida mem- County. we won't sec any farmland
left," Jackson said in a recent'interbers, but, he denied undergoing
view.
training or being a fighter.
The alliance was' formed to proHe told interrogators that while
fleeing Somalia, he tried to fire a mote responsible and planned
growth in the county that "honors
weapon at pursuing soldiers, butthat
and protects the current and future
it jammed and hewas captured.

economicandculturalvaluecontributed to Canyon County by agriculturalland and open space," according to the group's mission statement.
Kastera proposes a major development on 160 acres of 'farmland
at the northeast corner of Walker
Lake Road and Marsing Road, 4 1/2
miles southwest of Caldwell. The
project would include four integrated community neighborhoods
with equestrian-themed
names
and an equestrian center that
would be open seven days a week.
The center would include barns,
stables, arenas, riding trails, training center, riding school and trailer
parking. Homes in the proposed
subdivision would start at $350,000,
including the lot price.
In a letter to commissioners
dated Sept. 9, 2006, developers appealed to the county commission,
saying they wanted to create job '
growth in Canyon County through
an $83 million project that would
benefit the county, employ 312 and
generate $12 million in agri-business sales over a three-year period.
"Kastera Homes is committed to
quality development in Canyon
County, and we are determined to
'continue our quest for economic expansion and new jobs," wrote Wayne
S.Forrey,aspokesmanfordevelopers.
While ,Planning
and Zoning
Commission staff applauded the
developers for an innovative design,
they pointed out that its approval
would take 'prime agricultural land
out of production and gave the project a neutral recommendation.

WHAT THE?
The plan is foolproof
A man bought 175chameleons in
Bangkok from a man who told them
that they would change color to make
themselves invisible against any
background making it easy for him
to smuggle them out of the country.
The man was arrested the airport
in Zagreb, Croatia; when a customs
agent noticed to top of a bag he was
carrying appeared to be moving.
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Scllolarships awarded to two
BSU chemistry students
BY JOSLYN

SALOW

News Writer
The
Berry
M. Goldwater
Scholarship and Excellence in
Education Foundation has announced that two Boise State
University undergraduate
students have been named Goldwater
Scholars.
Alina M. Schimpf and Lisa J.
Young are among only four Idaho
students selected this year to reo
ceive the prestigious award, which
includes a scholarship to cover the
cost oftuition, fees, books and room
and board up to $7,500.
Schimpf is a sophomore majoring in chemistry and math. She
was awarded a 2006 Department
of Chemistry summer research
fellowship and a 2007 INBRE
summer fellowship. She is 2004
graduate of Boise High School. She
is vice president of the Chemistry
Club, a former member of Boise
State's track team and she teaches
science classes at the Discovery
Center of Idaho.
Young, a sophomore majoring
in chemistry with a minor in environmental studies, received the
Freshman Chemistry Achievement
Award for, the 2005-06 academic
year. A 2005 Boise High School
graduate, she is also a member
of the Chemistry Club, a member

of the National
Society of Chemistry Department at Boise
State and their amazing ability to
Collegiate Scholars and in the
, teach and inspire while really carHonors College.
Both Young and Schimpf re- ing about the success of everyone
oftheir students," Young said.
ceived awards from the Chemistry
According to Sharon McGuire,
Club to attend the American,
President
for
UnderChemical Society national meet- Vice
graduate' Studies, the Goldwater
ing in Chicago during spring break,
Scholarship Awards recognize the
where Schimpf presented a paper.
Schimpf and Young are the sec- outstanding students and research
ond and third Boise State stu- ,opportunities at BSU.
"Boise State is unique in the range
dents to earn this honor. Amber M.
Hibberd, also a chemistry major, of research opportunities available
,was named a Goldwater Scholar in to undergraduate students. BSU
2004. Hibbard, who graduated in students have real experiences to
create knowledge, this award rec2006, is now working on a master's
ognizesthat," McGuire said.
degree at Princeton University.
McGuire explained that the apYoung said the scholarship appliplication process for the scholarcation process was intimidating.
ships consists of a nomination by
"When applying for this scholarship I was obviously very excited faculty and completion of an apabout what it could offer me, but at plication packet that includes transcripts, three letters of reference
the time Iwas under the impression
that it would be almost impossible i and an essay.
, Goldwater Scholar~ are selected
to actually receive, lIS only one othfrom a group of mathematics, scier BSU student had been awarded
this honor in the past:' Young said .. ence and engineering students
Young attributes part of her suc- nominated by the faculty on the basis of academic merit.
cess to the help and encouragement
Nationally, 174of the scholars are
she received from her professors
and mentors. She says they were al- men, 143 are women, and virtually
all intend to obtain a Ph.D. as their
ways there to listen"and offer advice
degree objective. Twenty-eight
when she needed it.
scholars are mathematics majors,
"I would like to especially thank
Dr. Susan Shadle and Dr. Don 223 are science and related majors,
54 are engineering majors and 12
Warner for their awesome supare computer science majors. Many
port during my time here in the

have dual majors in a variety of
mathematics, science, engineering
and computer disciplines.
According to Gerald J. Smith,
President of the Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarship and Excellence in
Education Foundation, scholars
are selected based solely on
academic merit from an annual
total of about 1,100nominees from
institutions nationwide.
• "In addition to the monetary
awards, the scholarship is a rna[or stepping stone to most prestigious graduate study fellowships
at the finest schools in the USAand
overseas," Smith said.
, Smith commented
on the
origination
of the Goldwater
Scholarship Foundation,
"The Goldwater Scholarship
Foundation was established in an
effort to alleviate a critical shortage of highly qualified current and
future scientists in the United
States," Smith said.
The Goldwater Foundation is
a
federally-endowed
agency
established in 1986 to honor Sen,
Barry M. Goldwater.
'The Goldwater Scholarship is
the premier undergraduate award
of its ,type in these fields. Recent
Goldwater Scholars have been
'awarded 69 Rhodes Scholarships,
86 Marshall Awards and numerous
other distinguished fellowships.
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with us
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$10 OFF
any combination dinner
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Kustra expounds on scholarship program importance
State Bookstore, the Capital
Scholars
program
continues
to grow with increasing participaScholarships
are often the
tion rates among Idaho's highschool
lifeblood of a student's education
juniors. Kustra said the second
and help make dreams come true,
program for new students is the
Boise State President Bob Kustra
Civic Leadership
said in his monthly letter this April. Presidential
Scholarship program.
Kustra said more than 100 Idaho
"Thanks to the appearance of
resident stude.nts recently received
opportunities to attend Boise State the Bronco football team in the
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl, funding for the
once they graduate from high
program was made available for
school because of two scholarship
first-year, in-state students enterprograms. A prestigious scholing Boise State in Fall 2007. Boise
arship program also rewarded
two current BSU students for State is making an annual
their academic performance at investment of $116,400 for the
Presidential
Civic Leadership
the university.
Scholarship program," Kustra said.
"Scholarships have long been
Kustra said the Presidential
a staple of universities, providing recognition and assistance for Civic Leadership Scholarship is
offering 30 renewable scholarships
students to pursue their academic
annually ranging from $3,000 to
dreams," Kustra said.
According to Kustra, the Boise $5,200 based on academics and
civic involvement
Applications
State Capital Scholars program
for Boise State's Presidential Civic
presented 71 Idaho high school
Leadership
Scholarships
must
juniors with $1,000 renewable
scholarships for matriculation to include an academic transcript,
two recommendations,
a 600the university.
1,200-word essay, and a portfolio
"All Idaho high school juniors
outlining the applicant's resume
who scored in the top 10 percent
of civic engagement experience.
of the ACT,SATor PSATand ranked
The deadline is May 11.
in the top 10 percent of their high
"We are excited to create a scholschool class were recognized as
arship program that recognizes and
Boise State Capital Scholars,"
encourages civic responsibility and
Kustra said.
prepares our students to become
According to Kustra, 170students
Idaho's future leaders in business,
have received scholarships since
science, education and all walks of
the program's establishment.
With proceeds from the Boise life," Kustra said.
Compiled by Arbiter Staff

An Interview with the President:
.. Checkoutarbiteronline.com to listen to Managing Editor
Dustin Lapray's internC}\'. with Boise State, University
President Robert Kustra.
.
He answered .questions regarding the Virginia Tech,
massacre, ,safety on' the BSU .campus, possible changes in
seturitypolicy, as well as the state and future. of BSU as it
charges toward' Kustra's gc>a1 of beeo~ng a Metropolitan
Research University ofDistinCrlon."

'

BSU chemistry majors and
Boise natives Alina M. Schimpf
and Lisa J. Young are among only
four Idaho students 'selected
this year as Goldwater Scholars,
Kustra said. The students received
the prestigious honor from the.
'Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
and Excellence in Education
Foundation, which awarded them
a scholarship to cover the cost of
tuition, fees, books, and room and
board up to $7,500.
"Goldwater Scholars are selected
from a field of mathematics, science and engineering students
nominated by the faculty on the basis of academic merit," Kustra said.
"The Goldwater Scholarship is the
-premier undergraduate award of its
type in these fields."
Kustra
said
scholarship
programs are designed to help keep
the best and brightest in Idaho and
part of the campus as it becomes
a metropolitan research university
of distinction.
"It is vitally important that we
work to ensure that young scholars
such as Schimpf and Young, and the
outstanding newcomers who will
take advantage of the Boise State
Capital Scholars and Presidential
Civic Leadership Scholarship programs, do not bypass Boise State
because of insufficient scholarship
opportunities," Kustra said.
According to Kustra, Boise State
established a memorial scholar,ship in honor of Brad Morse, a senior majoring in computer science
.who was found shot to death earl fer
this month on the grounds of the
Idaho
Parks and Recreation
Department where he worked as a
part-time custodian.
•
"The scholarship will be offered
to an undergraduate student majoring in computer science. Boise
State will also be awarding a bachelor of science degree posthumously to Morse at its commencement
ceremony May 12 at Taco Bell
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I was wondering a couple th_~ about biking to and from BSU. First, where am I allowed and
not allowed to ride my bi~l ..""Js'S'e(.·,ond,
what are the rules for equipment you must have to ride
your bike at night?
'\'
Denver
~1'
,
-

Denver,
In general, regarding bicycles, if you are on the street you must obey the same rules as cars. There
'. are no special rules on the street around campus except for the rules of the road. Make sure you
ride with traffic, not against it. Uyou are riding on the sidewalk, you must obey the same pedestrian rules that people walking do. For safety reasons if you are on the sidewalk, slow down to
watch for cars leaving driveways and people walking out. Also ride in the same direction astrafflc
is flowing so cars leaving driveways will see you coming. Mditionally, when riding at night you
are required to have a headlightand at least a reflector to the rear. Please r.efertowww.cityofbolse.
org (city code link) for codes regulating bicycles (specifically, sections 10-14B~ise City Code).
"

BSUAsk-A-Copis a programwhere students and faculty areencouragedto l!skcampus police offlceisquestions
concerning laws, ordinances, regulations!lr crime-prevention advice. Ask·A~Copis designed forInformational
, purposes onlyand notfor reportingcrimes.Pleas~suliInltyourquestionsto:Dschoenborn@cltyofbolse,org_" " ,
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Arena," Kustra said.
Donations to the Brad Morse
Memorial
Computer
Science
Endowed Scholarship can be
mailed to the Boise State University
Foundation, 2225 W. University
Drive, Boise, ID 83706.

Drink

Lucy's

Coffee & Espresso.

It Is DELIQUIDOUS.

lIJJllJJj(C~lf~
Coppee
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Where it
Pays to Care
When you give plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life.
Thousands will benefit from
your blood-plasma donations.

Up to $200 compensation
for your first month.
ForjiJrlher

ill(()f'lllalioll

Oil

how you call help please call:

Biomat USA, Inc.
(208)338-0613
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MySpace tests out
news business

Dow Jones Industrial
Average

13,089.89 (+ 135.95)
Nasdaq Composite

2,547.89 (+ 23.35)

sap

500

1,495.42 (+ 15.01)
10 Year Bond

BY NATHAN

4.646% (+ 0.024)

LOCAL
Albertson's

(ABSNU.PK)

"25.00 (0.00)
Bank of America

(BAC)

51.23 (+ 0.61)
Micron ,Technology

(MU)

11.77 (+ 0.18)
Hewlett

Packard (HPQ)

41.87 (+ 0.22)
Washington

Mutual (WM)

42.30 (+ 0.65)
Qwest Communications

(Q)

9.03 (+ 0.10)

TECHNOLOGY
Apple Computer,
(AAPL)

Inc.

95.34'( + 2.10)
Google Inc. (GOOG)

477.99 (+ 0.46)
Microsoft
, (MSFT)

MySpace, the market leader
in Internet social networking.
recently introduced a news service
on its popular site. MySpace.hopes
the new feature will be another
incentive to keep members browsing.
The service, called MySpace
News, gathers news articles from
thousands of Internet sources. The
articles are then sorted into news
categories such as auto, fashion,
music, gossip, headline news and
television. The publishing date and
a short preview of the piece follow
the headline ofthe article. MySpace
members may then click on the article to read it in its entirety. News
publishers, however, may ask to
have their news feed removed.
Like Google News, the articles on
MySpace get more front-page exposure if its members deem it popular.
MySpace members rate the articles
they like or dislike. The articles
are scored on a five-point scale
from "useless" to "must read." This,
gives the users the ability to decide

MySpace's displayed news. .
"MySpace News is designed to let
users decide what's most relevant
to them," MySpace President Tom
Anderson said. "We're putting it to
the community to be the editorial
engine driving our news service."
The service is an attempt to
keep members on its site longer.
According to ComScore Network's
March statistics, the site has .100
million unique visitors. ComScore
Network reports that the typical
American MySpace user spends
10 minutes per visit about 19
times a month.
According
to
Alexa.com,
MySpace is the fifth most popular
site on the Internet. The site has at
least 5,500 members who are Boise
State students or alumni. There arc
thousands ofnon-student members
in the Boise area as well.
Most of those users will
likely overlook MySpace News.
The service can be difficult for
members to find. This may be
intentional, since the new feature is
still in beta (testi ng) mode. Members
can see it directly by going to
http://news.myspace.com.

Corporation

28.99 (+ 0.20)
Motorola

THOMAS

BlzTech Writer

Inc. (MOT)

17.91 (+ 0.27)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)

28.06 (+ 0.04)

FUN
Abercrombie

"
Like Google News, the articles on
MySpace get more front-page exposure if its
members deem it popular. MySpace members
rate the articles they like or dislike. The articles are scored in a five point scale from "useless" to "must read." This gives the users the
ability to decide MySpace's displayed news.

& Fitch (ANF)

82.90 (+ 0.37)
Halliburton

.

.

"

The popular Website, MySpace.com, is venturing tnto the world of
news, reaching audiences which may not get news elsewhere.

(HAL)

31.54 (+ 0.45)
Harley Davidson

(HOG)

65.55 (+ 0.91)
Wal-Mart

(WMT)

48.81 (+ 0.12)
Walt Disney (DIS)

35.32 (+ 0.41)

CURRENCY
USD to Euro (EUR)

0.7333
USD to Peso (MXN)

10.9243'
.USD to Yen (JPY)

118.7450
Gold

684.00
Silver

13.74
Numbers

printed

as of press time

GAS
PRICES
PHOTO COURTEST MCT

This is an example of the new Apple TV, you
can connect it to your television set and reap
the benefits ?f digital technology.
BY CRAIG
,

CROSSMAN·

McClatchy-TribUl1e

Apple wants you to see its
Macintosh as the control center of
all your media or to use the phrase
ofits CEO, the "Digital Hub" of everything you see and hear. Put all
your music, videos and pictures
you've taken on your computer for
easy viewing.
Take all of the DVD movies in
your library, and play those TV
shows you've downloaded and
Watch them all on the computer's
screen; Display and play all of it on
.the computer. That's Apple's vision.
But just a moment please.
"
My PC only has a ts-tnch screen
and. the spealcersare adequatHor
.day. today computer functions,
.~~. ~ven D:1Y
Mac's.30-iDc'bdisplay

hardly compares to my 50-inch .. string between the computer room
comes in real handy if your TV is
plasma screen that has an incredand the TV setup. But don't worry
High Definition.
ible Dolby Digital Surround Sound
about all ofthat because Apple's got
Once connected, your Mac or
speaker setup over there in the den. you covered with something new, Windows PC needs a WiFi connecAnd besides, the computer is way they call it Apple TV and it's about
tion. Content is almost immediateover on the other side of the house
time they came up with something
ly displayed thanks to the built-in
in that little room I call my home
like this.
hard drive. Even with the slower
office. Also, sitting at my computThe Apple TVhas a slightly larger
802.lIb, you'll be amazed how fast
er's desk is certainly tolerable for footprint (7.7 by 7.7 inches) as the the media content appears on the
while I'm working but it certainly
Mac Mini (6.5 by 6.5 inches) but TV. Of. course, having the faster
doesn't begin to compare with my it's only 1.1 inches tall. Includedin
802.lIn draft really let's things
recliner or the sectional I have in the box is the same 6-button Apple move along nicely with its larger,
the TV room.
Remote control that you find with virtual pipe.
OK so if I could somehow get all the iMac.
You navigate the Apple TV in
of my computer's content to be disAll the necessary software. is on much the same way as you. navlplayedandplayedonmybigscreen
the Apple TV's built-in 40-giga-" gate via Apple's FrontRowinterface
TV system that's in that way nver . byte hard drive, which tan store . that's found on the iMac. But in this
there other part of my house, then up to 50 hours of video, 9,000 songs
case; everything is centralized via
maybe Apple would be onto someand 2;;,000 photos. You connect
iThnes.lfyoucan play!t on i'lunes,
thing. Then again, I W9uld think
the Apple.TV to your TV set using
youcannowplayitonYOurmegaTV
my'wifewould havesornethingtocomponent
orDVI video cables
System.in the otheiroom and you
say about all those wires I'd haVeto. 'orideally, an, HDMlcable,:-vhl~h ,'can ~oIt~th~~Wlfes
-.~();'Y'l.ver,

Apple does provide the Apple TV
with a high-speed Ethernet connection just in case. But however
you choose to make the connection
between your computer and the
Apple TV, you'll be pleased with the
smooth playing results.
Apple TV does a good job in lettingyou play and display your computer's content on hardware that
was designed to play it. Let's face it.
Even with a 30-inch, screen on your
computer, it's still more than likely
no match for your entertainment
setup.
The AppleTVls a really great way
for you to take your digital content
and present it in the best possible
manner. Now,where's the popcorn?
$299. Available atApplestores and
on-theApple website at wwW.apple.
com.'
.
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The JVay we see it ...
Looking beyond Imus:

Tragedy at_Virginia Tech:

dealing with gender and ethnic
disparity in America
Don Imus' comments on his morning talk
show April 4 were wrong and in 'poor taste.
The shock jock, who· has done his CBS
show for more than 30 years, attacked the
Rutgers women's basketball team, referring
to them as "nappy-headed hos," MSNBC
does a simulcast of the radio show and airs it
live on television. Footage of the comments
made it to Utube and suddenly people all
over America could -see, over and over again,
Imus making a fool of himself yet again. The
public thought Imus had gone too far.
A media storm ensued. Jesse Jackson and
Al Sharpton jumped on the wagon and, under pressure from advertisers, the media and
the public Imus was fired.
Now, in a post-Imus world, the dialogue
of oppression this incident brought up has
, been swept under the carpet. The media is
I, on to other, seemingly more important is(sues such as what Paris Hilton is up' to or
how Brittany Spears is doing after rehab.
Jackson and Sharpton have had their face
time in the spotlight. Do they really think
they have won anything for the women and
minority movements? They were successful
in getting an overpaid (around $10 million
per year) and aging shock jock fired who was
on his way out anyway.
Astudydone bytheAmericanAssociation of
University Women Educational Foundation
found that one. year after achieving' a
college degree, women make only 80
perceritofthesalarythatmendo.After10years,
the number drops to 69 percent. In a
presentation to the Williams Chair in Civil
Rights and Civil Liberties at the Moritz
College of Law in Ohio, John A. Powell
reported that in 2002 the "typical" black
family earned only 58 percent as much
. money as a "typical" white family ..
Powell also told the. board that black
infants are two-and-a-half-times as likely as
white. infants to die before age one. At our
current rate, it would take until 2152 to close
the black-white poverty gap. It would also
take 1,664 years to close the homeownership
gap that is 55 generations long, Powell said.
Having
presented
this
devastating
information, why then is a. comment
made by Don Imus front-page news for so
long? Jackson, Sharpton - why don't you
focus on these problems and bring them to
the forefront of the media?
. The real oppression of women and
minorities in this country is made up of not
just isolated events the media focuses on for
a brief time. There is a big picture evolving
here that will not be fixed if we go. along in
this same fashion.
We are made to focus on these tiny issues while all the other, bigger issues that
affect the whole country are cleanly swept
under the carpet. If the media harped on the
travesties such asthosepreviouslymentioned
as much as they did on Imus, perhaps we
could come up with a real victory for women
and minorities.
The way we see it is based on the majority opinions of
The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board are Drew
Mayes, editor-in-chief; Troy Sawyer, business manager;
Heather English, proauctio.n manager: Dlfstin Lapray, man.aging editor; Barry Franklm, optruon editor; Harsh Mantrl,
online editor and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.

should

now

Too much isolation and not enough compassion
It seems that a man and woman
from his high school were his first two
targets. After that, the campus was
silent for about two hours. After killing
his primary targets, he still planned
his exit strategy.
Not leaving a note is significant. As a writer myself, I like to
communicate
with the outside
world, even if sometimes I act
awkwardly within it. People say
he was a silent loner, but the fact
that he wrote stories expressed a
desire to communicate.
It is a
tragedy that he managed to blend his
fiction into reality.
What is it in our culture that is
inexorably drawn to and simultaneously detached from violence?
This question rang in my head last.
night after I finished playing Postal 2,
a computer game made by "Running
With Scissors" where you run errands for your nagging wife and kill
everyone who is also trying to kill
you, from butchers to rednecks to
jihadists to animal rights activists to
police officers. When everyone is out
to get you, killing them all is a good
justification, in a video game.
This last week reminds us all
that fantasy escapism is not always
therapeutic, and in the minds of some,
a dangerous hobby.
I remember a time I sat on the.
outside lines like our tragic killer and
I watched everyone my age enjoy
themselves and not get picked on,
ami I envisioned my revenge: burying a knife in one bully's back, and
strangling another schoolmate with
a hose used to water our field. These
were fantasies, though: they enabled
me to fall asleep without giving up on
life instead.
How did he go from violent fantasy
to actually doing the forbidden? Lone

BY MICHAEL J. MCLASKEY
Opinion Writer

Americans are dangerous people,whether born-and-raised or 'Iegal residents, as the tragedy last
week at Virginia Tech reminded us.
The mass murder of 32 innocents is
unconscionable, and I feel terrible
that one of our ever-present maladies
has once again asserted itself in the
. form of a school shooting.
This incident has informed me
that there's something amiss in our
culture, simultaneously so detached
from violence, and at the same time,
intrinsically linked to it because
of our biology.
.
Some may sayit was rage, revenge,
maybe Marilyn Manson or Eminem's
fault again, or violence in the media.
Others contend the fault lies within
the social environment of the classroom, but since the University of
Texas shooting in 1966,where a sniper
in the campus tower killed 16 people,
there hasn't been a college campus
massacre, unless you count what the
National Guard did at Kent State oh
so long ago.
More killings have happened in
high schools than on college campuses. It appears our rampaging lunatic
was an English major, whose writings
were dark and violent.
According to his roommate, he was
acting normal.with "a blank face." It
didn't seem significant to him that
Seung-Hui Cho's face was blank, but to
me it only highlights just how disconnected we are from the social repercussions of violence, even while about
to commit mass murder. Judging from
his choice of weapons and body count,
this was methodical. He had to reload
and planned the slaughter in advance .
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. BY TROY SAWYER
Arbiter Staff

There was a time in America, not
long ago, when tipping was pretty
cut and dry. For the most part it was
limited to waiters and waitresses in
restaurants that provided exceptional service. It was not mandatory, and
was in fact. considered a bonus for
going the extra mile .
Just a couple of decades ago 10
percent of the bill was considered the
norm. In the last decade it has changed
to 15 percent and it is now making its
way to 20.
It is based on very basic principles.
Was the service exceptional?
Was the server friendly?
Did the server recommend an item
on the menu to try or to avoid?
Was the food good?
Did my drink get refilled before I
had to use my waiter whistle?
.
!fyou are wondering what the waiter
whistle is it's quite simple. When your
drink gets to the bottom and there is
nothing left but ice, suck on the straw
real hard and it will make aloud,
gurgling noise.
Try it and watch your server come
running. And if you have to use it
more than once, does that mean
the tip should be significantly
diminished?

Ii

It the offlcklt

Boise. \0 83725

But it seems the last couple of college but also the girl that scoops ice
cream for a living as well. And it doesn't
decades this tipping tradition has
end there. One of my favorite local
spread into many industries and
seeped even further into the food fast-food burger joints now has a tip
jar at the drive-thru
window.
industry.
That's right, outside the drlve-thru
How many times have you felt the
. need to tip a driver or a valet, how window. Now I am supposed to tip
about a concierge, a doorman or even you for handing me a bag of food
through a window ..
a bartender? Sure if you tip a bartendWhat in the name of Ronald
er he might stiffen up your drink a
McDonald is going on here?
bit, but what if you are drinking beer
Fast food is supposed to be the one
or wine? There is no way to pour a
place you don't have to tip, let alone at
stiff glass of Budweiser, which means
the drive-thru.
if I tip him $1 for every all-readyBut the final. insult was last week
overpriced glass of beer I drink he
could make an extra $7 or $8 off of when I' went to one of those fine
me for just handing me a bottle or take-and-bake pizza restaurants,
When I .arrived at the register for
can over a counter.
There are tip jars at the- counter of .my turn to order I noticed yet another
tip jar. This one came adorned with a
most coffee places. Seems strange
full-page guilt-trip titled "10 Reasons
to me, but I realize there are many
ways to make a fancy cup of coffee to Tip." 1 found it as welcome as a,
sneeze at a buffet line. So what am
these days. !f you find someone that
I tipping for again? Sometimes I
makes it the way you like it, mayfeel like I am back in Tijuana where
be you want to reward this person.
But what if, like me, you just want a everyone has a hand out asking for
your last dollar. This is America, we
plain old cup of joe?
have very low unemployment right
It seems these tip jars are popping
now and our middle class life is still
up everywhere. Have you been to an
high compared to other countries.
ice cream parlor lately? It's more than
likely that you'll see a tip jar with a So why don't we pay our employees
enough that they don't have to ask
note that states something along the
.
lines of "Help put me through col- for a hand out?
This is a two-way road. College
lege; please tip." So now 1am not only
students are on a very limited budresponsible for putting myself through
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get. We simply cannot afford to tip
every-single person in the service
industry. However, who is it that
is working many of these service
industry jobs? College students and
high school students make up a large
percentage.
The real culprit here is 'not the
employees asking for these tips, and I
am not suggesting we stop tipping all
together: In fact I have been known to .
be quite a generous tipper when I felt it
was earned. The real problem is with
the owners ofthese places that do not
pay enough to the employees to make
a living without the tips.
I can feel for the small business
owner. It is tough to own a small
business and pay a decent wage. But
that is not true of the corporations
.that are taking over every strip mall
in America with another Starbucks or
Papa Murphy's.
These corporations are huge and
very profitable. It's time they start
paying employees decent wages so we
don't have to give huge tips for buying
a cup of coffee. So call them or better
yet write them a letter and tell them
we have had enough.
If enough people refuse to tip for
such services as handing a bag out of a
window, they will have to step up and
pay the employees what they deserve.
That's my tip .
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this: why are industrialized nations
the only ones to have killers of this
magnitude? Is it because of the independence that capitalistic culture provides us? We don't need our families if
we have our apartments. Funny thing
about the etymology of "apartment," it
sounds like and resembles a compartment in a cupboard, but the most fascinating aspect of apartments is that
they are "apart," yet stacked 40 thick
in a concrete building stronger than
skin and bones.
Our society needs to prevent
tragedies like the one last week with
a stronger sense of community and a
better understanding of compassion.
If people like Cho aren't left to their
own devices, and are instead brought
into the fold, lbelteve tragedies like
these will lessen.
To quote some other dead· guy,
"Love thy neighbor as thyself,"
this is the greatest commandment, and the greatest challenge
that we face.
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wolves are dangerous. They either
need to be killed or caged, if we're
talking about real wolves. In American
society, they're left alone to fend for
themselves, and we've seen more examples than I can count of how that
unstated public policy has gone awry.
We're disconnected,
and yet
desire intimacy. We want to be
understood and loved, but need our
privacy. We live in the same house and
call each other on cell phones or send
each other an instant message instead
of walking downstairs to engage with
each other.
.
We're a poor culture of compassion.
Seung-Hui Clio's behavior raised a few
red flags before this deadly incident,
but nothing substantial enough to
cause one to believe he was a danger
to himself and others.
.
That's the problem with our society;
lone wolves are left alone until they
bite someone, when all Cho really
needed was a sense of community.
The last question I want to leave is

"
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20120 may not be
perfect vision afterall
BY SHEREE WHITELEY
Culture Columnist

They say that hindsight is 20/20.
I've recently come to see how
true this is, and this realization
has made me wish that I would
have had glasses sooner, so
maybe I would have had better
vision in the past.
There are a number of reasons
that I wish I could have seen things
for what they actually were at
the time.
I could have avoided years of
social awkwardness if I'd realized how immature middle-school
children are and skipped my
overalls days if I could have seen
how ridiculous they actually look.
The hideous pictures that I hide
away' of my no-style, 80-pound,
just-got-glasses social outcast days
wouldn't exist in could have seen
how I reallywas.
In high school, I could have
avoided awful prom dates and
a closet filled with nothing but
the same Abercromie and Fitch
T-shirts and denim minis that
everyone else had.
Last semester, I would have
read more of the materials for my
Sociology class if I'd known that
they would make up about 90
percent of the final exam.
If I could have seen how ridiculous and often times miserable
my first "real" relationship was, I
could have cut it a lot shorter.
If it had been more apparent to
me which girls would stab me in
the back, I could have selected my
friends more carefully and saved a
lotoftime.
Would-a, could-a, should-a.
Or maybe not. Perhaps not being
able to see people, times, things or
outfits in our lives for what they
really are is what makes life so
interesting. If we could have not
just our hindsight be 20/20, but
our present sight as well, would
we want to?
I finally decided to clean out my
Myspace inbox after more than
a year's worth of messages had
been built up.
I ended up spending half an
hour deleting more than 100
pages of messages (I initially fell
into the avid-new-Myspacer trap),
and I found it quite humorous
to look back and see how my life
had changed in little more than
365 days.
There were messages from
my roommate talking about us
moving out for the first time,
countless
flirtatious
messages
from random Myspace creepballs, recounts of fun nights and
hellos from then-boyfriends with
"xoxo" headlines.
After my inbox cleanout, I
started to wonder: If Brittany and
I would have known that our first
apartment would be a dump and
we'd end up in an all-out battle at
the end of our lease, would we still
have been so excited tdmove out?
If! would have known that there
were so many creepy people on the
Internet that send random mes'sages to every girl out there, would.
I have been so flattered?
If I had known that my fun
nights would result in awful mornings and beyond-embarrassing
pictures, would I still have gone?
And if! would have known that a
few months down the line I would
realize how bad of a fit the people I
was dating would be for me, would
I have wasted my time?
Yes.If we didn't make mistakes
. -we wouldn't be able to look back
and laugh, cry or realize how far
we've come.
, It's our blind enjoymentoftoday
that makes lookIng at the:past with
. 20/20 visiollSointeresting~ •........
" .Our inab,Utylo
see-~ow
todarlooks gi~s us SOl11ethingt.9.
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As part of the 4th Annual Alternative Spring Break Trip, BSU students traveled to Window Rock, Arlz., the capital of
the Navajo Nation: The annual trip gives students an opportunity to see new places and help various communities.
. BY BRETT

BERNING

Special to The Arbiter

ookingdown on the Valley
ofthe Gods we areamazed
at the beauty below. The
.. brilliant colors of the red
dirt and blue sky fill our eyes with
wonder and excitement.
We begin our descent down a
narrow, snake-like road that will
take us through this majestic
canyon, and continue the long
drive to our final' destination Window Rock, Ariz., the capitol
of the Navajo Nation.
This is the 4111Annual Spring
Break Alternative Trip that 18Boise
State .students, and one faculty
member, will never forget.
The SBA. Trip serves as an
opportunity for students to travel
out of state and volunteer their services to a different community. We

L

Our two full days of project work
began our efforts last September
helped facilitate a cleaner, safer
in preparation for this expedland more accessible campus envi-.
tion by fund raising, researching
and learning about the Navajo ronment for the staff and clients.
The next two days we began our
culture. The Navajo, or as they
service work at the Boys and Girls
call themselves .the 'Dine, are
Club of Fort Defiance.
the largest Native American naThe welcome was heartfelt, sintion in North America. They are a
vibrant culture with a rich, complex- cere and began the night before '
history; woven into their identity is . when the director, Jay-R Stewart,
joined us for dinner and spoke to us
the importance of people, animals
about his culture. At the club we led
and land. They are a collectivistic
many activities and provided nonsociety that has always welcomed
stop games and entertainment to
and brought new people, ideas and
the high-energy youth.
elements into their culture; and
We quickly formed strong bonds
we were no exception.
We began our service work at St. with the children and staff during
Michaels Association for Special the short time we were there.
At the close of our week, we
Education completing various indoor and outdoor projects such as: were invited to Iay-R'shome for a
traditional Navajo cookout where
painting, gardening and assisting
in the adult care program. This is we feasted on delicious cuisine of
mutton stew, blue corn mush and
an important organization that
fry bread.
always can use an extra hand.

Throughout the week we had the
opportunity to meet some exceptional Dine people and found our,selves astonished by each encoun:
ter.
We toured the Office of the
President. We met Dr. Joe Shirley,
president of the Navajo Nation. He
spoke to us about the importance of maintaining their culture and lariguage, improving
the economy and being recognized as a sovereign nation. He
emphasized this last point and
urged us to convey this message
throughout our corrtmunity and
sphere of influence.
.One of the many things we
learned is that the influence of the
mainstream ideology has penetrated into their culture and brought
with it a threat to their language,
heritage and collectivism.
This oppressive influence has led

to many tragedies within the Navajo
Nation, such as alcoholism, suicide
and the perpetuity of poverty.
In the book, "Dine: A History of
the Navajos," it states that, "Each
generation knows uncertainty and
experiences challenge, yet each
realizes it must do its part to make
sure that the Dine continue."
Let us do our part and advocate
for the Dine. We invite you to join
us Thursday, May 3, at 1 p.m. in
the Lookout Room of the Student
Union Building for a video presentation to learn more about our
trip and experiences.
Thanks to all our sponsors and
friends who helped make this trip
a reality. Special thanks to the
Volunteer Services Board and the
Social Work Department.
For more information please
contact Brett Berning, SBA Trip
Coordinator, at 426-4240.

'Aqua Teen Hunger Force' cracks it up
BY MATTHEW

BOYLE

Culture Writer

The
outrageously
funny
film, "Aqua Teen Hunger Force
Colon Movie Film for Theaters"
.certainly deserves its "R"rating.
Crude comedy, along with some
grotesquely. disgusting (yet still
hilarious) scenes dominate the
film. The main characters of the
animated
comedy
include
Meatwad, a clump of ground beef;
Frylock, a flying, super-powered
carton of French fries; and Master

Frylock, by far the smartest ofthe
Shake, a fast-food shake. Meatwad,
trio, tries to organize Meatwad and
Frylock and Master Shake discover
Shake to stop the destruction of the
an evil, powerful exercise machine.
world by the exercise machine.
The robot ghost of Christmas
By that point, however, the mapast, along with two German, heavchine begins laying eggs and multiily-accented Piutonians (from the
plying. Ignignokt and Err, two charplanet Pluto) come upon the maacters absurdly similar to 1980's
chine and compete with Meatwad,
video game villains, enter the plot
Frylock and Shake for control of it.
shortly after, providing more biCarl, the twisted trlo'a unfortunate neighbor, gets trapped in the . zarre humor for viewers.
Although some of these characevil exercise machine, changing
ters have no purpose whatsoever in
him instantly from an overweight
the propulsion of the plot, each of
slob to an unbelievably super; musthem has their purpose for giving
cle-built, body-builder.

the viewer ludicrous amounts of
laughs throughout the film.
The film derives its ridiculousness from the hugely-successful
15-minute
television
show
series "AquaTeen Hunger Force" on
Cartoon Network.
The majority of the fan base for
the new film most likely will come
from the twisted folks who already
regularly watch the television show,
usually on late at night. Some of the
stuff the guys who made the show
develop cannot be understood by
the average mind.

Humor with a somewhat-similar style of can be found in Comedy
Central's "South Park." Both contain the off-the-wall, outside-thebox and even sometimes deranged
humor that makes "Aqua Teen
Hunger Force" unique.
Maybe it's the absurdity that
draws in the crowd, or maybe it's
the crudeness of humor used by
writer/directors
Matt Maiellaro
and Dave Willis.
Whatever it is, something certainly is making this movie and
television series successful.
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BY FRANCY

MARCOTTE

Assistant Culture Editor

The Condemned
Joe Conrad (Stone Cold Steve
Austin), a death row inmate in
a Central American prison, gets
picked by a television producer to
star in a new reality show on a remote island.
There, Conrad finds he must win
his freedom by fighting and killing
nine other convicted murderers.
The producer, meanwhile, plans to
make a profit off the massacre by
filming and airing it online.

Talented breakdancer
Justin
Schumacher played by Jamie
Kennedy ("Scream") hits his head
while performing in a talent show
and falls into a 20-year coma.
When he finally awakens in the
21st century, he reconnects with
his former dance team and tries
to get them to their previous glory.
Former "Entertainment Tonight"
Correspondent Marin Menounos
also stars as' Schumacher's girlfriend.

Next

Nick (Justin Chatwin, "War of
the Worlds"), a high school student
known for being perfect is unexpectantly attacked and left for dead
one night.
The next day, he continues with
his normal routine as if nothing
happened, but realizes no one can
see him. After his attack, he became trapped in limbo, invisible to
all living people,
He then finds the only way to fully live again is to solve his own murder in a small amount oftime.

Nicolas Cage plays Cris Johnson,
a Las Vegas magician whose real
talent is his ability to see into the
future. After undergoing several
examinations, Johnson wants to
keep his ability out of public eye.
However, when a terrorist group
threatens to set off a nuclear device
in Los Angeles, Callie Ferris, a government agent played by Julianne
'Moore, convinces him to use his
psychic power against the threat.
Along with Cage and Moore, "Next"
also features Jessica Biel.

.Alcohol can be a social hazard
BY MAT LA RUE
Culture Writer
As college students end their
week of battle, waging the
endless war in the pursuit for
knowledge, the weekend arrives
and the need for social interaction
comes with it.
As you may already know, an
accepted social lubricant 'which
leads to less tension and promotes
conversation
amongst
peers
'comes in bottles which cartoons
portray with Xs - alcohol.
And we all know about its
ability to somewhat warp the
social playing field.
Now, don't begin to think that
I'm going to discredit alcohol and
its uses.
In small amounts alcohol can
improve and promote intelligent
thought.
It helps to calm our nerves and
allow for a brief window of time,
during which people become more
casual.

Most people even consider
themselves to be- more attractive and possibly even sexier
after a fewdrlnks.
However, the extent of one's
loss of inhibitions while drinking can result in some rather
unfortunate results.
In the case of this article I am
particularly speaking of people who become self-occupied
know-it-alls and the flirts who
praise their self-constructed attractiveness.
While
drinking,
many
individuals contract a know-itall persona.
This kind of drinker can
be expected to attempt to inform you that they are an
undisputed
expert 'on a certain field, the reigning intellectual from a certain town, or the
superior
connoisseur
of
something like dark beer, wine or
miniature books.
Generally speaking, these people praise their lofty opinions, will

not stop talking about said opinions and before you can get out
three words in rebuttal they have
already interrupted you, firmly
believing that they are ultimately
right and no matter what you say
you will be wrong.
It is at this point in the conversation that you have hopefully
already planted one foot in a
different direction and are ready
to walk away.
.
You let them falsely believe that
they know everything.
Next is the account of the flirt,
who has undoubtedly let the
alcohol get to his/her head and
promote his/her ego.
They arrive in a self-constructed persona where they have come
to believe that they are the sexiest
person there.
Now, this isn't all bad, there's
nothing wrong with being sure of
yourself.
However, most intelligent people (particularly sober ones) will
find the flirt's antics rather tire-

On the indie scene

The, Invisible

some and potentially repulsive.
They seek to 'inform
you
and everyone else about how
great they are, how they have the
perfect style and how they are
superior to everyone else who
may be trying to take you home
with them.
This
becomes
particularly
disengaging when you have just
watched them or heard them
tell their story to someone else,
then to you and then on to the
next person in their path while
you raise your eyebrow and
chuckle to yourself about this
person's sexual ego.
So next time you're out on the
town or at a party where drinking
is prevalent, you may want to take
into account the cons of drinking.
Drinking will have both the
downsideofpromotingpeople'sbeIiefthatthey are "all that" as well as
allowing them to try and con you
with their current boozed-up
know-it-all or f1irty persona.
Please drink responsibly.

Iraq in Fragments
Directed by James Longley,
the
documentary
"Iraq
in
Fragments" tells stories from
different Iraqi points of view: a
young Sunni boy, a Shiite cleric
in his 30s and farmers from the
Kurdistan region.
The film won awards at the
2006 Sundance Film Festival for
directing, cinematography
and
editing.

I HAVE OVERCOME
PROCRASTINATION
I will work with you to teach you, on-site,
how to overcome this habit!
Stress, anxiety, guilt and cramming wi!1
become things of the past within 2-3,
25-minute sessions; I work on-site with
you.
No charge for the initial interview. Ongoing help. Call- Jake, at 850-1845

,I
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BSU signs recruit
Boise State University gymnastics Head· Coach Sam Sandmire
announced
the signing of Kelsey
Lang to a National
Letter of
Intent, Tuesday.
Lang, a native of Langley, B.C.,
was a silver medallist on beam at
the 2007 Canada Winter Games.
This year she also earned the beam
choreography
award
and
the
outstanding
vault award en route
to
recording
the
provincial
championship in the all-around.
Competing
in the all-around
in 2006, Lang finished second at
the
provincial
championships
and llth at the Canadian National
Championships. She currently trains
for head coach David Kenwright
at the Calgary Gymnastics Centre
in Calgary, Alberta and will compete in the 2007 Canadian National
Championships at the end of May.

Eldred wins bronze
On Friday and Saturday, April
20-21, 2007, the USA Judo Senior
National Championships was held at
the Pharmed Arena on the campus
of Florida International
University
in Miami, Florida.
Competing in the Male 73 kg category and representing
the State
of Idaho and Western Idaho Judo
Institute, Michael Eldred looked to
repeat his gold medal performance
in this same venue from a month
ago, when he won the National
Collegiate Judo Championship.
Despite a tremendous
performance, Eldred came one match
short and earned the bronze medal.
The major casualties along his road
to the bronze included: #2 rated
Bobby Lee of Florida; and 2-time
Pan American Champion,
Chuck
Jefferson of California. Eldred demolished Jefferson with a beautifully timed kuchikitaoshi (leg pick) .
fohi\l")ppon
(full',~oillt) ~\!l. .\'Ji!li',
thislbYonze medal finiSh, ;Miclf'ael
retains his rating as the #3 athlete
at 73 kgs.

WAC reprimands Fox
Tuesday,
Western
Athletic
Conference
Commissioner.
Karl
Benson issued University of Nevada
men's basketball coach Mark Pox a
reprimand
for two separate incidents that violated the sportsmanship provision of the WAC's Code
of Conduct.
The first incident occurred during a game against Utah State on
March 1,2007. The second incident
occurred March 9, 2007 following
Nevada's loss to Utah State in the
semifinals of the WAC Tournament
in Las Cruces, NM.
Fox also issued a public apology.
"I take full responsibility for my
, actions that resulted in this and
apologize to all those involved", Fox
said. "I have renewed my commitment to adhere to the WAC's sportsmanship policies in the future."
"A public
reprimand
is just
pretty much what it says," WAC
Commisioner
Dave Chaffin told
the Associated
Press from WAC
headquarters
in Denver. "It's not
really penalizing.
It would go in
the file and next time something
like this happens, more stringent
penalties could occur."

Dilaj earns Player of the
Week Award

What

.,.

mlrld
,v.;hen
All.~erican,
AJI·Conf~rence·
and defending Western AthletiC
Conference
Chaiupion
are uttered.about Boise State? For most' '
. people
. the
only
word,
that
comes
to
mind
is football.
Friday afternoon BSU will, bid'
farewell to some of the greatest',
athletes to ever set foot in Bronco
• -stadium, They are All-WAC performers,
multiple
conference
champions and there is' even an
All-American
in the group. ThllY
are the 2006-07 BSU senior track'
imd field athletes and Friday they
are running, in Bronco Stadium
one last time.
'
"We look at championships
because they leave trophies behind,"
BSU Head Track Coach Mike
Maynard said about the legacy of
this senior class. "But the legacy of
all of these individuals is they are
fine young men and women and
they've done a spectacular job of
representing
our university in the
community and the nation."
There are eight seniors taking their farewell lap in Friday's
Bronco Twilight. meet. The four
seniors on the men's team include Forest Braden, Ty Axtman,
Erik Whitsitt and Sterling Small:
On the women's side BSU Is losing E1eni Ypsilanti, Becky Guyette,
Amber Tavares-Campos
and Carl
Gunstream.
During
each
of
these
athlete's
tenures
, at BSU the men's team has captured
four
WAC championships. The women, on the other
hand, have helped build the BSU
, . , .. program from a medio~re te~m to .. ' '.
-; ':. iJ,WAC chati!pionship~o"
".p-;; ...•• " .
, .
r,.~
",,,,,,,,,,,/-,\"-.:-,
,\,',~·T,I:t"
"We're hobeful:
fat. til .
to.?' .i',~,;~V
....
~..,.....
"~~
'P'
~.l~9iI
,,' , championship'
to kind
make
l')
that the legacy of these ladies that
'.
they have as they leave our program," Maynard said.
Of the eight seniors, three are .
local products and 'all eight hale
from the Western United States»
Braden is a distance runner from
Bonners Perry, Guyette is a distance runner from Marsing and
Tavares-Campos
came to BSU
from Caldwell.
.
"We're going to recruit the best
possible student athletes that we
can get here," Maynard said. "But
that's been our priority to recruit
local talent and regional talent
first. These are individuals where
we
were
able
to
get
the
cream
of
the
crop
locally and they have come in and
contributed for us."
Maynard
said he expects' all
of these athletes to contend for a
trip to the NCAA Regional meet.
Friday's meet is scbeduled to begin with the throwing events at 1
p.m. and should conclude around
6 p.m. that evening. There will also
be a small ceremony to send offthe
seniors in a tributary fashion, .

BY BRIAN
Sports

WACIndoor Championships - sixth in shot put 2005-06
West Regional Championships 13th in shot put 2005-06
WACOutdoor Championships fourth in shot put 2005-06

WACIndoor Championships 400m and the 60m hurdles-fifth and seventh ~005-0
NCAAWest Regional Outdoor ChampionshipsQualified inllOm hurdles arid 400m hurdles 2005-06
WACOutdoor Championships -100m hurdles and 400m hurdlesfinished second 2005-06

NCAAChampionships - Cross Country All-American 2004-05
WACIndoor Champion - 5,000m 2005-06
Washington Invitational- set school record - 3,000m (7:58.08) 2005-06
Washington Invltational- set another school record - 5,000m (13:47.73)2005-06
WACOutdoor Championships - finished second - 5,000m 2005-06'
NCAAChampionships - first ever trip 2003-04

WACIndoor Championships-finished second-weight throw (59-07.00)2005·06
WACChampionships - finished fourth - hammer throw 2005-06
YMCAInvitational- Hammer Title 2005-06
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Cross Country Second Team All-WAC2005-06
WACChampionships - Cross Country finished 10th 2005-06
WACIndoor Championships - finished second 3,000m 2005-06 .

WACIndoor Championships - finished 12th - weight throw 2005-06

NNU Invitational- hammer title 2005·06
WACIndoor Championships - weight throw finishedljth 2005-06
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Boise State rugby relies on Snakes

LUPTAK

Columnist

The 2007 NFL Draft is only
two days away. April 20, an
unofficial holiday for many, was
only days ago.
What could these two events
possibly have in common?
Apparently there is no relationship at all, seeing that only three
of the hundreds of draft prospects
have ever used the drug marijuana.
It is amazing
that in a time
when NFL players are constantly
being stereotyped
as thugs and
drug addicts, such a small ratio
of the players ascending from the
college
ranks
have ever been
submitted
to one of the most
abundant
chemicals
on
our
country's campuses.
But what the hell, I suppose
in a professional
athletic atmosphere we would rather have liars
than drug users or even one-time
smokers, right?
The main reason this topic has
been increasingly
popular as the
draft draws nearer is that the small
portion not afraid to display honesty consists
of three potential
first-round picks. The three college
stars admitted to marijuana having
a time and place in their pasts at the
biggest job interview they will have
in their life: the NFL Combine.
It was a standard question asked
behind closed doors during the
Interview
session of the scout. ing event. WhlleI'm.s,uremimy
of
the players were truthful fir·their
answers,
the only interviewees
who confirmatively
answered the
question were Georgia Tech wide
receiver Calvin Johnson, Louisville
defensive tackle Amobi Okoye and
Gaines Adams, a defensive end
from Clemson.
,
All three of these players are considered to betop prospects in their
respected positions when it comes
to this weekend's draft. However,
immediately among the leak of information from the combine interviews the controversy began. With
the frequency of drug-related fines
and suspensions
in the NFL many
people think these three players are considerably less desirable
based solely on their Combine interviews.
However,
while
these
guys
have admittedly
smoked
marijuana in the past, none failed the
drug test that was also administered as part of the Combine in
Indianapolis.
If they would have
failed it would not be a first. How
collegiate
student-athletes
can
know about a drug test well in
advance and still fail is beyond me.
However, the fact that they were
informed in advance that a drug
test was included in the threeday session tells me two things
about. these three players: They
have the conscience to be honest
about their past while also having
·the intelligence
to not be stupid
in the present.

State and ISU. We just had trouble
coached BSU's team.
around comes around. This couldn't
By no means am I saying that
with npmbers and a few of us left
But it's not just a one sided
be more prominentthan
In the case
all of the other players were lybecause we were 25 and we left to
relationship.
There
is a muof the Boise rugby scene.
Ing when they denied smoking
go play for Snake River and it
tual interest and both sides are
"we've
helped
them
with
pot before. It just seems lmposKeeping a club sport alive at BSU
Piotr Dilaj has been named
struggled after that."
reciprocative.
BSU is helping out
uniforms and equipment and our
sible that most of these guys spent
can be difficult. Especially when
Western Athletic Conference Men's
But now BSU has a new way
with the relationship
as much as
former guys are coaching," Genetti
four to five years of their lives on
the sport Is one that is not very
Tennis Player of the Week for the
to keep itself afloat. A way that
possible. During the past weekend
said. "Basically we're trying to get
a college campus and never expopular in America, like rugby. The
week of Apr. 16-22.
depends
on working
hard and
the Snake River Snakes Men's Rugby
their program
up and running.
perimented
with the substance.
complete lack of funding for rugby
Dilaj, a junior for Gdansk, Poland,
stayinl!nvolved.
And it depends on
team held the Division II Pacific
It's great. We help you. You help
Little do they know, NFL teams are
and the fact it is unknown by or
won two singles matches and one
the generosity of the Snakes.'
.
Northwest Union Championships
us. We're basically one program
more than willing to conduct their
uninteresting to many people in the
double match for No. 23 Boise State
"TI\~y buy us our jerseys," Boise
here in Boise. Hosting the tourwith two teams. We want to work
OWIl investigations
Into the past
United States has led to its down- as - the Broncos went 2-0 against
State Men's Rugby Team Vice
nament is a privilege given to the
this as a system where BSU guys
tendencies of their investments.
fall here at BSU in years past. Local
Eastern Washington and UC Irvine,
Presill'ent Andy Villegas said. "They
Snakes partly because
of their
get done
playing
with
rugby
Many people still have Calvin
rugby player and administrator
Saturday, Apr. 21, at the Appleton
bought us our balls 50_ we had
perfect lu-uln league play. Helping . thereandultlmatelycomeplaywlth
Johnson at the topof
their lists
for the Snake River Snakes, Matt
Tennis Center.
practice balls and a game ball. They
put the tournament
on were
us. It's our goal to get that program
of draft predictions
and I don't
Genetti, hasn't forgotten his days
Dilaj went 2-0 at the No.2 posi-·
mark up our lines on our field. They
the members
of the. BSU Club
as strong as we can."
blame them. It was reported that
as a BSU rugby player back in
tion as he earned his second and
have to pay that every time. They've
Rugby team.
So far, that goal has worked,
in his response to the marijuana
~996, however.
third victories of the season at
done a lot for us. They've really
"We pretty much help out with
slowly but surely. In each of its first
issue, Johnson replied, "I didn't just
"We always had a good core group
No.2 singles. Dilaj opened with a
taken us under their wing. They've
everything,"
Villegas sald,. "They
two seasons the BSU Rugby team
smoke, baby, I inhaled."
of guys," Genetti said. "We always
three-set battle against EWU's Kyle
really helped us throughout
since
have their annual
golf. tournawas winless, but this spring It was
Now hone~tyis a simple expechad 10 guys fullycomrnitted,
but,
Schraeder prevailing 6-2,5-7 and 7ment; we'll help out With that. We'll
able to get its flrsttwo wins.
tatlon, espeCially In this instance.
itwas gettingthose
other guys to- I stinted the club,"
5. DiJaj came from behind against
. TheSna~es,are, helping in a
help out with the tournaments
. Villegas noted things like local
Therefofs'tJiere
is no reason why
commit. That was. our big probVictor Lamm of UC Irvine for the
variety'
of;: y.1~ys. Not
just
they have .. We're helping 'out with .•:: Thrive magazine having a. rugl:1y these three ~hould be awarded for
lem. A semester after I left, the BSU
win 2-6, 6-3 and 6-2.
flnan9ally
with
the uniforms,
the Division II Playoffs. Blittbey.
piayer on the cover ,as proof the
thepract/ceofthevirtue.·
.',
club team couldn't keep it together
IIi doubles
Dilaj and
Luke
balls and other expenses but also.
beat us out and give, us free- jer~'
rugby·· team'
is' gaining
more
,Howeve~Jat
th~ same' ~e; I see
so they folded until this past'faIl.
Shields, ranked
No. 56 nationGriggs, Randy
seysan4 thin'~. They'rereaIiy
like.
fl;lCognitlon.JusUighting.tostay,
.' nQPfO~leppvi,thaforDler
pi>tJiei!'d .
:F.of a few years We·Were pari of the . in coachlng.CharIte
allY, ,dominated
,EWU's Jonathan
Osier)rid
I(etrYKeglera!e
t,hree
big brothers.,.
. .. '.""
aIivenow, Villegas cim pictUre BStJ
being. the tlUrhber~one. draffiPick
DaVis and Patrick Millican at No; 1 . Utah Union; \vitll ~e University
funne(Snake:
lUVer"g~
who'ye "AS
the saying goes, whatgoe~'
rUgby flllt1risldng one day,' ::
,fur 2007.":'
.
.
.,~t>fUtah; BYP, 'Utah:State,
We~er
doubles8-1.
.
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BY ADAM ADER
Sports Writer
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Boise Stateto hostWAC Cham ionshi s
Women's tennis eyes tournament upset bid

BSU defends men's title at WAC tournament

:"":":."-- .... '\
PHOTOS

BY STANLEY

Tiffany Coli leads the No.2 ranked Broncos into WAC tournament
while finishing the regular season
16-3overall.
Sports Writer
"We've been working for this
all year long," Head Coach Mark
The Boise State women's tennis
team will host the Western Athletic Tichenor said. "Wehaven't been doConference Championships begin- ing anything different as we've prening today at the Appleton Tennis pared this week because we feel like
Center and the Boise Racquet and what we're doing has been working
forus and we'll take that with us into
Swim Club. The championship
match will be played on Saturday, the tournament."
The Broncos are 8-1 at home this
April 28.
The championships will show- season and are just glad to host the
case all nine teams from the con- tournament with so many talented
teams in the conference.
ference in a single loss. elimina"We're glad to be home because
tion tournament. The Fresno State
we play really well here," Tichenor
Bulldogs come into the tournament as the five-time defending said. "We anticipate a large
champions and will have the No. 1 crowd that will be cheering for us
seed, while Boise State will play at and that willhelp get us where we
the No. 2 seed. The Broncos kick want to be."
BoiseState's biggest challenge will
things off against Hawaii Thursday,
be No. 14Fresno State who will be in
April 26, at noon.
Coming into the tournament the hot pursuit of the sixth consecutive
conference crown.
Broncos have a lot going in their
. "Fresno State is no doubt the team
favor. BSU is currently riding a sixgame. winning streak, which in- to beat in this tournament," Tichenor
cludes a perfect 5-0 record in WAC said. "But, we have learned in the
past not to take anyone for granted
play this season. The team is ranked
43rd in the nation and has a 5-3 re- and so we plan to take it one match
at a time and see where it takes us."
cord against ranked opponents

BY TATE CASTLETON

BREWSTER/THE

ARBITER

play Thursday.

Should Boise State and Fresno
State meet up it will' be the
first
head-to-head
match-up
this season.
"In order forus to playin the championship match we have to win the
semi's and in order to win the semi's
we have to win our matches before
that," Tichenor said.
"This is a one loss and you're
done tournament so everyone will
be fighting for their lives, but we
would certainly love the chance to
play Fresno State. I have no doubt it
would be a great match-up with the
winner possibly having a chance at
the championship."
The Broncos will rely on lone
senior standout Tiffany Coll. This
season Coll has collected 24 wins
including 14 wins in singles play.
She has provided much needed
leadership and guidance to a young
Bronco squad.
Coll was recently named WAC
Player of the Week for April 915 for her efforts during the
Boise Spring Classic posting a
3-0 record in singles and 2-0
in doubles.

Piotr Dilaj will help BSU defend its Western Athletic Conference title this weekend.
home in a main event like the WAC
Championships is a big advantage
for anyone. Patton knows that.
"Like Dorothy said in the Wizard
Boise State Men's Tennis Coach
Greg Patton is excited. He is excited of Oz, there's no place like home,"
Patton said. "Wellthere are a couple
about hosting the Western Athletic
of reasons why there is no place like
Conference Championships this
weekend. He is excited that one home. First off is that we love the
of his best players, Kean Feeder, court conditions. The fans are really
is finally healthy and playing. He supportive and we get the chance to
is excited that his team is well on playoff of their energy. But just the
fact that we get to have a routine, we
its way to an NCAA appearance.
But then again, Coach Patton is get to stay in our own bed at home.
For a lot of these guys it's just not
always excited.
having to travel anywhere, because
"It's kind oflike getting married,"
traveling can be fatiguing."
Patton said. "And I guess it's kind
BSU has been outstanding at
of like the bachelor party coming
home' this year, having not lost
up and after that is the wedding,
a match yet.
because the NCAA'sis the wedding.
"There is some pressure on us,
But one of our main goals is that we
own the WACChampionships. And but we like it," Patton said. "We reit's really important to us that we spond well to it. I mean we're 18-0
maintain that ownership - that we at home."
Patton's biggest concern headdon't let it be taken away from us."
ing into the weekend is the
His team will get the opportunity
to maintain thatWAC ownership as physical stamina .and wellbeing
of his players.
the Appleton TennisComplex will
"Alot of it right now is, can Kean
act as the host site for the 2007WAC
keep getting healthier," Patton said.
Championships.
Getting the chance to play at "Right now he's playing really good

BY KYE JOHNSON

Assistant Sports Editor

ball so that's really good. And also
can we get Clancy (Shields) feeling good? We've given him a few
days off to give his body a break,
but we're going to need Clancy on
Sunday. lam thinking about not
playing him on Saturday just to give
himself a day to get prepared."
As the Broncos prepare Fresno
State is probably the biggest competition for BSUthis weekend.
But more than looking at head-to- head competition right now Patton
said he is just excited for this weekend to roll around.
"The weather is going to be 70 degrees, the intensity level Is going to
be amazing," Patton said. "And it's
going to be a film festival on every
court. Some courts are going to be a
horror movie, some are going to be
science fiction and some are going
to be a romantic comedy. Others
are going to be great thrillers and
dramas and the whole thing."
The men's team is seeded No. lin
the tournament this weekend and
will play on Saturday at 3:30 p.m.
against the winner of New Mexico
State and Nevada.
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"From Boise State to the NFL:

A handful of Broncos are on the clock

" Iguess it was

Got Stuff? Need Storage?
Call:

Dc

You
Call

'-

Merchants Mobile Storage.
We Deliver Storage Containers to Your Door
You Pack and Load Your Belongings
You Lock it and Keep the Key
We Pick Up Containers and Store in Our New High
Security, Fire Protected Warehouse

Student Special!

J

fJ III".
We Deliver

II

... You
•

MOBILE STORAGE

. "".'

/\'\

(208) 376-8990
www.merchantsmobile.com
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- Gerald Alexander,
former Boise State
football player
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Load
!3Y JAKE
Sports

Package price only $230.00
Includes delivery of container,
3 months storage and redelivery.

MERC"ANT~

just a humbling
experience - that
anything could be
taken away from you
just like that.
, ,

You ~ta
Save'1:~'f)

GARCIN
Editor

Two months ago the football
world had reached its peak for the
senior class of the Boise State footb!!11 team. Former Broncos like
Drlsan James and Gerald Alexander
had just concluded a htstorlc'Piesta
Bowl -Championship season and
were working out at the NFL combine for an array of NFL scouts. Just
a couple weeks later BSU hosted its
official NFL Pro Day where 13 former Broncos participated in work
outs for nearly 30 more NFL scouts.
Since the BSU Pro Day, however,
the dust has begun to settle. The
buzz about the newest class of BSU
draft hopefuls has slowed some and
regular life has come back around for now.
"This time right here has basically
been for relaxing," James said in a
phone interview Monday. "I've just
been kicking back with my family
and hanging out with my buddies
from Idaho. It's been real cool."
The break has been a calm before
the storm. Despite being thrown
into a media frenzy after the big
Fiesta Bowl win the BSU Pro Day
acted as a final farewell to the 200607 Bronco seniors. If all goes well for
James and company a few of the former Broncos will be back in the spot
light by Sunday night.
"I'm just waiting actually to get
in camp and play football again,"
James said.
In the month and a half since the
BSU draft prospects last worked out
for NFL scouts there has been plenty
of time to lay low and work on individual development. James, Jared
Zabransky and Legedu Naanee are
some of the 'former players who remained in Boise during that time.
The three continued to work on their
timing, passing and routes together
in preparation for the draft.
"Its convenient," James said. "All

you have to do is head up the street.
There's still support from the coaches and its basically the same atmosphere you would have if you were
still a player."
For other former Broncos the
break held a different fate, however. Hard hitting safety Gerald
Alexander was sidelined for nearly a
month after his appendix ruptured
just six days after Pro Day.
"I had surgery and was in the hospital for about four days," Alexander
said. "Then I wasn't cleared to start
working out until four weeks later.
These past two weeks have been the
first weeks I've been cleared."
Alexander did say his progress
back has been extremely fast.
"It hasn't really hurt my progress,"
Alexander said. "I guess it was just a
humbling experience - that anything
could be taken away from you just
like that. I've been working out the
past couple of weeks and I think I've
been getting back really fast. I didn't
spend too much time off so it wasn't
too hard to get back in shape,"
Since his return Alexander said he
remained in Rancho Cucamonga,
Calif. where he has been working
out, lifting and running. While the
break has been far less hectic for
James he said his workout routine

has been quite the contrary.
"Basically what we've been doing is, I've been working with
[Zabransky and Naanee] - working
on routes. I've been running. I've
been doing conditioning with the
track coach,"
With all of his personal affairs in
order there isn't much left for James
to. do other than wait and see what
his fate holds for him on draft weekend. He said he plans on traveling
to Phoenix 10 spend time with his
family and wait for the news that
he's the next Bronco. headed for
the NFL. Alexander said he will
be in California with family and
friends waiting to hear his name announced. He did say there has been
talk that he could be drafted on the
first day, Saturday, but if he isn't selected until Sunday the party won't
be any less exciting.
"We're just kind of hoping for
the best because I've heard that
Saturday is a posslbillty," Alexander
said. "But the plans are to play the
safe role and have all the family over
here Sunday and all my friends - all
the people that have impacted my
life through my career. We're going
to have them over here and have
a celebration. Obviously its something to celebrate,"

Donatelli lifts forworld record
BY ADAM'ADER
Sports
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Writer

At just 22 years old, Jennifer
Donatelli will try for the women's
world record in power lifting in the
198 pound class as she attempts to
dead lift over 407 pounds. Donatelli,
a Boise State history major graduating next fall, currently holds the national record at 401 pounds. What is
most remarkable about Donatelli's
accomplishments
so far? She has
only been in two competitions.
In her second competition she
attempted 419 pounds and was red
flagged by two of the three judges
for resting the bar on her legs for the
briefest of seconds.
"I hit 385 and that's the new state
record for Idaho," Donatelli said. "I
attempted 419 but the bar stopped. I
attempted It and it was barely there.
They red flagged me on both of them
(attempts). But the first one it just
barely stopped. When they want it to
be a world record they want it to look
pretty and it wasn't pretty. But it was
there in my grasp. When July comes
around I want to do it."
Donatelli got started in high

school at Mountain Home where she
was one ofthe top 20 power lifters in
the country. She then competed in
track with the discus here at Boise
State. Her power-lifting trainer is
AI Gahoe. Gahoe started training
her about one year ago. He has been
involved in the sport of power lifting since 1987. They met at a Basque
history class where they worked on
a Basque stone lifting project as a
group.
_
"I just said, 'You would probably
make a very good power lifter,'"
Gahoe said. '''We could really make
you into something in this sport:
She said, 'Really?' And the rest is
history,"
Her first competition was last
summer in Elko, Nev. There she won
first place in her weight class and an
award for best female lifter as she
dead lifted 347.5 pounds. Her second competition was last weekend
In Salt Lake City where she lifted 385
and attempted the world record.
She is an intense competitor but
soft spoken off the stage. Gahoe can't
say enough about her will to win and
her as a person. Talking to her someone really doesn't get a sense of her

competitive drive because she has a
calming sense about her.
"[She's] very determined!" Gahoe
said emphatically. "She has a high
threshold for pain. Her pain tolerance is unreal. I've trained a lot of
guys in power lifting. I've worked
with a lotof guys in the military and
martial arts and that is a girl that just
outdoes 90 percent of them,"
Gahoe seems to have every confidence in the world that Donatelli
will break the record. He says that
she has done two repetitions of 395
pounds in practice before.
"It was at her very last set at the
end of a hard workout and she did it
like it was nothing," Gahoe said. "It
was easy,"
In her training for her next competition she works four days a week
doing things like squats, dead lifting' benching and just trying to keep
the body in overall good shape. Her
work ethic combined with her will
and desire to win makes her a force
to be reckoned with. She believes in
herself.
. "I'm just determined," Donatelli
said. "I have the gumption. It's based
on will power."

CLASSIFIEDS
RENT IT

SELLIT .
HOMEI
FURNITURE

HOMES
.HOUSE FOR RENT
4+2, 1258 sq. ft, close to
BSU, $1200/ rno + $1200/
dep+ 1 year lease avail. 5/1
contact Barbara @ (818)3219611

LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVESEAT. Brand new in

100 WORKERS

crate with lifetime warranty.
List $2000. Sacrifice $699.t
888-1464.

Items.' Year Round Work,. To
$525/Wk. Free Info packet, 24
hrs. 801-428-4685

BRAND NEW MICROFI.
BER COUCH & loveseat.

GRAPHIC

at:
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room set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464

CHERRY SLEIGH

Marketing Director

DESIGNERS

Sales Associate

Responsible for designing creative ads for clients and The
Arbiter Newspaper. Also works
with layouts and graphics for
the paper. Must be motivated
to push the limits of design.
and able to create cuttingedge work under deadline.
Some positions are responsible for the overall layout and
design of the paper. Meaningful on the job experience and
portfolio builder. Entry level to
experenced needed. Apply at
jobs@arbileronline.com

CHERRY Bed-

MODEL SEARCH Ifyou've
seen the new hit show IThe
Agency! on VH1. then come
In and see Wilhelmina Urban
In person I We are casting
dozens of print, promotional.
and commercial projects this
week and need women and
men ages 17 - 25. especially
fitness talent. We are Idaho's
only full-service intemational
booking agency .• Our booking rates are $30 to $250 per
hour. Call today 424-0799.

HIRING

NEED·
EDI Assemble Crafts. Wood

In bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643.

our: website

.Visit

I NOW

~PA_RT-T1M---....JE

KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATIRESS set brand new

of rentals
Iii the' surr9undlng
)' '.areas!

WORK IT

WORK IT

WORK IT

Stain Resistant.t
Lifetime
warranty.t Still In boxes.r Retail $1395. Must sellI $499.t
888-1464.

Horidreds

April

Ad Coordinator

.

Photographer

Place an ad in the
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Classifieds

9050 W. Overland Rd.
Boise. ID 83709
www.expresspersonnel.com

I

PILLOW

brought to>YlTUl>y
1<1>11'ff HiJu~insallJ fitlilUa Ai~ll·idlill"

1-866-432-4066
HOUSEMATE

WANTED

Room for rent in 4 bdrm house
8 blks to campus. $525 includes, all utilities, DSL, and
Cable. Call Patrick 841.8034

ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share large 3 bedroom house,
close to BSU. $300 plus utilities Call Jeff @ 409-4054

•

J

For classified

detail oriented? We are lookIng for a coordinator who can
work in a fun but deadline
driven environment. Willing to
work around class schedule.
Inquire at jobs@arbiteronline,
com.

MAKE FLOWER· BOUQUETS Work around your
class schedule. No experience
necessary. $7.501 hr. Call 3760777.

display rates, contact

an
We offer great
hours to work
around school
or another job.

Please check your ad the first day it
runs, and notify The Arbiter of any
errors. We will only be responsible
for
first insertion.

~.
~

The Arbiter

~

Evenings and
Weekends
20-40 hrs/wk

tike~~o r~sp~nsibjlity

if you get scammed out of your beer.
money. Remember, if it sounds too
good to be true, it probably is.

visit'
arbiteronline.com

•

PART TIME ON CAMPUS
JOB Are you organized and

Arbiter ad rep at ads@arbiteronline.com.

.m
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Classified Line Ads (per character)*
I Issue
$0.06
2-4 Issues
,
$0.05
5+ Issues
$O.04
"75 Character Minimum

'}'::::J

NEAR BSUI Roommate
Needed To Share House.
$,\OO/Month, $200/Dep. Inc.
WID 'Use, Satelite TV, Long
Distance & Hi-Speed Intemet.
208-309-1240

Paid Survey Takers Needed
in Boise. 100% FREE to Joinl
Click on Surveys,

sect!l)fi

Rates:

:c

News
Sports
Culture •
Opinion

the d~ssifie4s

3; Stop byour,offke
aCfossthe stteetfrrifil
the ~UB, b,ene~t!J. t~e Women'secnter.
'

Idaho's largest independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find parts and supplies, expert computer repairs,
Internet service, 4524 Overland Road in Boise. (208) 4722800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwire Wireless Internet account. FREE
technical support, call 4722800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.

- "" ....u'J· ....".'i'··>·

BRONCOSNf;EDJOBS. COM

2. E-mail ad requests to
c1assifieds@arbiteronline.com.
Include your name, phone
number and ad text.

RJM Computers ill Boise

Preqnalffy today at

ways to do it:

·.andl'Ia~er9\l.r:~~I.()hlln~i2.4.(?'

DISCOUNT COMPUTERSTORE

'd;Jr~f!JFwr;C'.:, ••;;.c" com
.....

click on 'the.linkto

ELECTRONICS

smart Move
to Home
Ownership!

are three

1. Got~~.a;bitetonilne.C()m,··

style visco memory foam mattress set. Brand new in plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399.
888-1464

Casual work
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.

•

,ClimbonBoard! .
.

S9/hr
To start

.

,

~

658-4888

.
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The Boise Old Spaghetti
Factory is seeking upbeat,
energetic individuals to
join our team. If you ....

Now Accepting

-----

Applications

"-.

Are reliable, responsible,
and hard working

~'

Need a flexible

.'-'

Smile and carry yourself
with a positive attitude

career: .
center
IlII'IBm

schedule

~~::---_~_.:.-..

Apply in Person

...then this is the place for
you!

.

Monday-Friday
10am-7pm
223 N.6th Street, Suite #50
, Boise, ID

On- and offcampus 'Iobs
and Internships
for CUlTent and
graduaUng
students

Positions available for:
~'
Hosts
.,,--. Bussers
"-'

Place an ad in the '

Servers/Bar Staff

"-'
Kitchen Staff
..... 'Maintenance/Office

Classifieds
Staff

r-------------,E---------~--.gr-----------THIS IS THE
POSTERIOR OF A
HEALTHY,
UNEMPLOYED
WOMAN.

)

~

;
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'D
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PROLONGED EXPOSURE
TO EMPLOYMENT
WILL CREATE MORE
OF A BOX SHAPE.

~
;l

g
~

ners, bussers and kitchen
help. Dinner only. Call 208481-1038 for details.

visit
arbiteronline.com

Sales Associate Positions

FULL AND PART

TIME

BSU ADVENTURE CAMP
INSTRUCTOR
Seeking

up scale Adult Boutique currently seeking responsible. reliable and self motivated sales
associates.
Professional,
friendly atmosphere. Please
email resume.

Create change
within yourself
Spark growth
,
ill other lives
Earn money
for your education

Cot something
to sell?

»:.c-.

JOIN AMERICORPS
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http;//www.lc:;c.edu/americurp:;/
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I'D OFFER YOU A
LOLl.IPOP, BUT IT
WOULD ONLY MAKE
THINGS WORSE.

)

I·NEEO.YOU TO WRITE
THE FIRST ONE BY
NOONoI CAN'T WAIT
TO SEE WHAT I'M
THINKING.

)

Crossword
ACROSS
Ewe offspring
Part of a flight
Applaud
Biblical twin
Cringe
Foolhardy
Special interest
report
19 Bologna eight
20 North Carolinian
~1 Orange-yellow
color
23 Aima_
25 Document
confirmer
26 Became less
intense
29 Lair
31 Auto gear
32 Act divisions
34 Porker's pad
36 Civil unrest
39 Snoop
40 Of the oracle of
ApOllO
43 Wonder
44 Guitar part
46 Sadness
47 Stroked lightly
49 Quick trip
51 Aged
53 Bank deals
54 Audience
loudmouth
57 French textile
. center
. 59 Asserts before
proof
61 Serengeti hunter
65 Pop choice
, 66 Nonsense J
68 Unwrap
69 Eucharist plate
70 Persia after 1935
71 Porgy's woman
72 Constellation
components
73 Nobleman
1
5
10
14
15
16
17

©
All

2007 Tribune Media Services,
rlghtll reaerved.

DOWN
Time of fasting
On a cruise
Bryn _ COllege
Outback
travelers
5 Taste sensation
6 Dubbed
7 Aardvark snack

1
2
3
4

Inc.

Solutions
C'"C'T-'---""'''--

48 Tip of a little
piggy
50 Tent stake
52 Comic Phyllis
54 Biblical twin
55 Flee to wed
56 Harvests

58 Property claims
60 Brief quarrel
62 Continental
change
63 Cicatrix
64 Dispatch
67 After-sch. grp,

..

FREE EMPLOYEE MEALS!

For more information on
The Old Spaghetti Factory,
please visit our~ebs.ite
,•
www.osf.corri

els, Promotions and Conven"tlons, Eam '$75-$800 daily. No
experience or school needed.
208-433-9511

LEctURE SUPPLEMENTS

It's easy!
lhere

QUEEN TEMPURPEDIC

Make'the

Administrative
Customer Service
General Production
Warehouse

208-343-7552

In packege, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.

set. Brand
new, still in plastic, warranty.
Retail $599. Must sell $119.
Can deliver. 921-6643.

nusesl NO EXP. NEC. Work
outside full time. Summer positions available. Call 1-800327·2468.
www.collegepro.
com.

The jobs that fit your
needs, your interests
and your schedule

FULL SIZE ORTHOPE·
DlC MATIRESS Brand new

BED·QUEEN
TOP mattress

CHANDLERS
STEAK·
HOUSE Seeking food run-'

Apply at

visit
.
arbiteronline.com

OTHER

NEW SPRING
PROJ·
ECTSI Actors. Extras. Mod-

Graphic Designer

jobs@arbiteronline.com

II

MODELS

SUMMER
PAINTING
JOBS. $9-10Ihour + bo-

qualified and motivated camp
staff. Camp dates 6/04-7/20
Contact for more info. (208)
426-566

Copy Editor

BED

solid wood. New-in-box. Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Ca1lS881464.

II

2007

WORK IT

WORK IT

WORK IT
SUMMER WORK

26,

HOROSCOPES
BY LINDA

C. BLACK

Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (04-26-07).
You'll start feeling comfortable
enough this year to do more entertaining, Unfortunately, money will be tight.
Fortunately, there's plenty offamily
around who won't require extravagances.
To get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is-the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Todayisa9 - You're lucky now, and
you're also not playing the game all by
yourself. Others who are linked to your
success provide immense support.
Talfrus (April20-May 20)
Today is a 7 - You don't have to discuss
your decisions with a person yOlIknow
won't agree. Wait a little while and talk it
over with one who will.
Gemini (May21-June21)
Today is a 7 - Concentration, self-discipline and practice will be required. :
Follow the instructions of a person who
has your best interests at heart.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - After the business is over, .
settle down for some quiet time. Get ready
to take on new cha1lenges, after you're
rested up.

Leo O~23-Aug. 22)
Todayisan8-Makeyourmoveearly
or wait until MOllday. Conditions are tapIdlychanglng.ReSistllieurgeto shop or
gamble untilllien; and leave credit cards
at nome.
.'
..
, .

ing creative, it can be counter-productive
to obsess about perfection. Take a break,
and then look again later.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 6 - You're not getting much
creative work done, but you could be
learning a lot. Don't try to swim against
the tide. Go with the flow.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 - You ought to have more
time to relax in the next few days. Take
advantage ofthe opportunityw!J.enever
it comes up; you'Ve earned some quality
time off.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an B - You're providing what's
required and you're almost making it
look easy. Don't complain about how this
wOrking is ruining your fun. That would
be counter-productive.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jali.19)
Today is a 7 - Figure out where you want
to go on your next romantic vacation.
Planning the trip with somebody you love
is practically half the fun, maybe more.
No lost luggage.
Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb.18) ,
Today is a 6 - Should you buymore
household items, or go out carouslngWlth,
friends? Well, how many householditems
doyoualreadyhave?
'
Pisces (Feb.19-Mareh20)
, .'
TodayiS a 7 - DoTi'tttytodo everYthing
yourself. Be training an assisiant~ou'll~ ..'
beamazedathowmuchthetwoofyOri~<
a~omplish,togetper.~a
gOod
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